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ON THE  CHARACTERIZATION OF
ABELIAN   W*-ALGEBRAS

J.   W.  JENKINS1

Abstract. In this note we present an elementary proof that an

Abelian lf*-algebra is generated by the range of some real spectral

measure.

Let H denote a separable Hubert space and âS(H) the algebra of all

bounded operators on H. A subalgebra«s/ of 08(lt) is called a W/*-algebra

if I esé, if T* esé whenever T ese and if sé is closed in the weak

operator topology.

Suppose £ is a real compact spectral measure. Let ¿M(E) denote the

range of E and let sé(E) be the lF*-algebra generated by ¿%(E). (Note that

A esé(E) if and only if A=j^aa (f>(X) dE(X) where (f> is an essentially

bounded, complex-valued, borel measurable function on iM.) One

obviously has i\\&tstf(E) is an Abelian W*-algebra. One of the fundamental

theorems in the analysis of W*-algebras states that all Abelian W*-

algebras arise in this manner (see Dixmier [1], Naimark [2], or Schwartz

[3]). In this paper we present an elementary method for constructing a

spectral measure whose range generates a given Abelian IT*-algebra.

Throughout this discussion, H will represent a fixed, separable Hubert

space. Let JSf be the lattice of all projections (selfadjoint) on H, and assume

that S£ inherits the weak operator topology.

Let {e,, e2, • • -j be a countable dense subset of {x e H\\\x\\ = 1}. For each

P m Se set a(P)=2£U ^n IWOII".

Lemma 1. The mapping o:P-+o(P) is continuous from Sf into [0,1]

and satisfies

(i) a.(0)=0 and tt.(I)=l,

(ii) ifP~=Q then o(P)=o(Q),
(iii) ;/a(P„)-*a(P) andP^Pfor each n=l, 2, • • • , then Pn~+P.

Proof.    One can easily check that a is continuous,  a(0)=0 and

a(/)=l.
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If P^ß then ||P(x)||2^IIÔ(-OII2 for all x in H. Hence

«(P) = 2 2-n \\p(en)\\2 ^ 2 2"re new»2 = <Q).

Suppose that <x(PJ-*a(P) and PnSP for each n=\, 2, • ■ ■ . Then

limj2-i(||P(ei)||2-||P„(e¿)ll2) = 0.

But

||P(e,)||* - \\Pn(e,W = {Peite¿ - (P„et, ef)

= ((P - P„K, eÉ) = Il (P-PJe.il2.

Therefore ||(P-PB)e,||-»4) for each /=1, 2, ■ • ■ , and hence P„->P in if.

Lemma 2. Leí W be a chain in ¿£. There is a real spectral measure E<¿

with tf<= 3t(Ev).

Proof. Let *€' be the chain that results by adjoining (if necessary)

0 and /to if. For each t in [0, 1] let

Et = sup{P e «" | a(P) ^ /}.

Then ii0=0 and E1 = i. Also, for j, t in [0, 1], EsEt=EminiSif). (This

follows since a is order preserving.) By applying (iii) of Lemma 1, we have

Et=inf{Es\s>t} for each t in [0, 1). Therefore {Ef\0St^ 1} is a resolution

of the identity. We define the spectral measure E,e in the usual manner by

setting Ev([s, t])=Et—Es for [s, /]<= [0, 1] and then extending to the borel

subsets of [0, 1].

Note that for each P in <€, £^([0, a(P)])=P. Hence #<= ûl(Ev).

Lemma 3. Let <€ be the chain of projections 0<Pt<- • -<Pn</, a«i/

suppose P is a projection that commutes with Pi for lisian. Leí fé" =

{PP¡,P + (r-P)P„ 0,l\\^i<n}. T is a chain, and if Eg, Er are the

spectral measures associated lo W, (6' respectively as in Lemma 2 then

í#(E<¿)<=. &t(Er) and P e -JA(EV.).

Proof.    Each element of <2" is obviously a projection, and one has

0 ^ PPl ^ ■ ■ ■ < PPn ^ P ^ P + (/ - P)Pt < • • • S P + (I - P)P„ ^ I.

Hence, rr?' is a chain.

If Q e iJA\Er) then PQ, (I - P)Q e ?J\E%.). Hence Q=PQ + U-P)Q e
&(Eg.). Also,>=¿v([0, a(P)]) e áfíJSy-)-

Let Pl5 P2, • • • be a fixed commuting family of projections on H. For

each n=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , let <Sn denote the chain obtained by starting with

0<P„</and successively adjoining P„._,, Pw_2. • ■ • , Px as in Lemma 3.

Let E,g be the spectral measure associated to ifn as Lemma in 2.

Lemma4.   Foreachn=l,2,- ■ ■ ,{P„- • • ,Ptt)<^£(E,Ci)and'í£n<^<Sn+l.
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Proof. That \P1, ■ ■ ■ ,Pn}<^(£n follows by repeated applications of

Lemma 3.

To see that %nc<£n+1, observe that fé'„ is obtained by adjoining

P„_,, ■ • • ,Pl to íf:0<Pn</ and that (^'„+1 is obtained by adjoining

Pn_u ■ ■ ■ ,Pl to ^':0=PlU1P,<Pri=Pn + (I-Pn)Pn+1=I. Since VczW,

the result follows immediately.

Lemma 5. Let ^ =\J™=._1(6'',,. W is a chain and if Erg is the spectral

measure associated to %' as in Lemma 2, Pn e ¿#(Eri)for each n= 1, 2, • • ■ .

Proof. Suppose P, Q e c6; then there exist n, m such that P £&„ and

Qe<#m. If A/=max{w, m}, then P, Qe&N. Hence, either P=Q, P<Q

or P>Q.
Since P,, e â$(Ev), there is a borel set M„, determined by intervals with

endpoints in {o(P)\P e <&„}, such that Pn=EVn(Mn). But then, since

#„<=<£. Ev(Mn)=Ev (M„)=Pn. Hence, Pn e M(E,e) for each n=l,
!,■■■.

We can now easily prove

Theorem 6. Suppose sé is a commutative selfadjoint subalgebra of

35(H). There is a real spectral measure Esuch that the W*-algebra generated

by 3?.(E) contains sé.

Proof. Let ,o/r be the hermitian elements of sé. For each A in sér,

let EA be the spectral measure such that A=$™co XdEA(X). Finally, let

•^=U,te.v, ®(Ea\ and let ipu pz> • ■ •} be a dense subset of 3P. If # and

Ev are as in Lemma 5, with respect to {P1; P2, • • ■}, then clearly sé is in

the l4y*-algebra generated by 0t(E<¿).

Remark. If the algebra sé of Theorem 6 is a W*-algebra, the set of

projections & is contained in sé. Hence, the W*-algebra generated by

,JA\E) coincides with sé. It also follows in this case, that if A=$™00 XdE(X),

sé is the W/*-algebra generated by A and /.
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